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 We study the convergence of Monte Carlo estimators of derivatives when the transition density of the underlying state variables is unknown. Three types of estimators are compared. These are respectively
 based on Malliavin derivatives, on the covariation with the driving Wiener process, and on finite difference
 approximations of the derivative. We analyze two different estimators based on Malliavin derivatives. The first
 one, the Malliavin path estimator, extends the path derivative estimator of Broadie and Glasserman (1996)
 to general diffusion models. The second, the Malliavin weight estimator, proposed by Fournie et al. (1999),
 is based on an integration by parts argument and generalizes the likelihood ratio derivative estimator. It is
 shown that for discontinuous payoff functions, only the estimators based on Malliavin derivatives attain the
 optimal convergence rate for Monte Carlo schemes. Estimators based on the covariation or on finite difference
 approximations are found to converge at slower rates. Their asymptotic distributions are shown to depend on
 additional second-order biases even for smooth payoff functions.
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 1. Introduction
 Hedging policies for contingent claims, optimal port
 folios in asset allocation models, stock volatility cal
 culations, as well as other problems in financial
 economics can be described in terms of the deriva
 tives of a function f(t,x), that solves the partial dif
 ferential equation

 %J(t, x) + k(t, x) = 0 subject to f(T, x) = u(T, x),
 (1)

 where

 %f(t, x) = dtf(t, x) + dxf(t, x)A + \tmce(dxxf(t, x)BB')

 is the infinitesimal generator of the diffusion

 dXv = A(Xv)dv + B(Xv)dWv. (2)

 Explicit expressions for the derivatives of f(t, x) are,
 in general, unknown and one must resort to numeri
 cal techniques for computation. Lattice methods, such
 as finite difference schemes, finite element schemes,
 or finite Markov chain approximations of the diffu

 sion have been widely used for that purpose. The
 problem with these approaches is that their computa
 tional complexity (i.e., the number of arithmetic oper
 ations) grows exponentially as the number of state
 variables increases. In addition, these estimators for
 derivatives converge at a slower rate than the estima
 tors for the function f(t, x).
 Malliavin calculus, i.e., the stochastic calculus of

 variations (see ?2 for an introduction to this calculus),
 can be used to overcome this curse of dimensional

 ity and loss in speed of convergence.1 With its help,
 derivatives of / can be written in the form

 dxf(t,x) = EtJg(XT)]t (3)

 where g is a function of the terminal value of the
 state variables. Naturally, this expression suggests a

 Monte Carlo (MC) estimator computed by averag
 ing over independent replications XlT, i = 1,..., M of

 1 Malliavin calculus is applied in Fournie et al. (1999, 2001) to com
 pute the Greeks of option prices and in Detemple et al. (2003) to
 calculate dynamic asset allocation rules.
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 the terminal value XT of (2). This estimate is attrac
 tive because its computational complexity grows only
 linearly with the dimensionality of the problem. Fur
 thermore, as the estimator based on (3) is of the same
 form as the estimator for /, it converges at the same
 speed.

 The optimal convergence rate for MC simulation
 is M~1/2.2 This rate follows from the Central Limit

 Theorem applied to the sample average over indepen
 dent replications g(XlT) that estimates (3). The optimal
 convergence rate is attained when (2) has an explicit
 transition density so that X^ can be drawn from the
 true distribution.

 Unfortunately, in most cases the transition density
 is unknown, precluding sampling from the true distri
 bution. One must then resort to a numerical scheme to

 approximate the terminal value of the diffusion. The
 typical scheme discretizes time into a finite number of
 intervals N, each of length h = (T - t)/N, and approx
 imates the stochastic differential equation (SDE) for X
 by its discretized version. It then draws innovations
 over each interval and constructs the corresponding
 values of the discretized SDE. Many discretization
 schemes have been proposed (see Kloeden and Platen
 1997). The simplest one, the Euler scheme, is a local
 linearization of the SDE given by

 Xt'+(k+i)h = Xt'+kh + A(Xt'+kh)n

 + B(X??k)(W??k+i)H-KkH) (4)
 for k = 0,... ,N ? 1, subject to the initial condition
 Xlt'N = x. The estimator of the derivative (3) is con
 structed by taking the average over a sample of M ter

 minal values of (4). This gives
 i M

 Kf]M'N = Ml>(Xr'N)- (5)
 As the function g is obtained using Malliavin cal
 culus, (5) is called a Monte Carlo Malliavin derivative
 (MCMD) estimator. MCMD estimators for deriva
 tives dxf are of the same form as MC estimators
 for the function /. As we show in this paper, they
 are the only Monte Carlo estimators for derivatives
 that attain the optimal convergence rate for MC
 schemes, M~1/2.

 The question of estimating the expected value of
 the derivative of a diffusion process has already
 been studied in the literature. For settings where
 the transition probability of the diffusion is known,
 Broadie and Glasserman (1996) have proposed two
 classes of estimators, the path derivative and the
 likelihood ratio, or score, estimators. Results from
 Malliavin calculus enable us to extend these notions

 to general diffusion settings. A path derivative esti
 mator (see Broadie and Glasserman 1996) is based
 on the partial derivative of the deterministic function
 that maps the initial value into the terminal value
 of the diffusion, with respect to the initial value.
 For general diffusion processes such a function does
 not exist. The functional that associates the termi
 nal value to the initial value, that is, the stochastic
 flow, depends on the initial value through the entire
 trajectory of the state variables. A rigorous defini
 tion of a "path" derivative can nevertheless be pro
 vided in terms of the tangent or first variation process
 of the stochastic flow (see ?2.3 for definitions and
 details). As the Malliavin derivative is proportional
 to the tangent process, it can be used to generalize
 the concept of a path derivative estimator to gen
 eral diffusions. We call the corresponding estimator
 an MCMD-path estimator (MCMD-P). On the other
 hand, the likelihood ratio estimator (in Broadie and
 Glasserman 1996) is obtained using an integration-by
 parts argument for the Riemann integral involving the
 known transition density. As we show in Appendix C
 (available online at http://mansci.pubs.informs.org/
 ecompanion.html), Malliavin calculus provides an
 abstract integration-by-parts formula on Wiener
 space. We show how this permits a generalization
 of the likelihood ratio estimator to situations where

 the transition density is unknown. An MCMD esti
 mator obtained by this integration-by-parts formula
 is called an MCMD-weight estimator (MCMD-W). It
 is important to emphasize that in contrast to MCMD
 estimators, the implementation of path derivative and
 likelihood ratio estimators requires explicit knowl
 edge of the transition density of the diffusion.
 The numerical implementation of MCMD estimators
 requires the application of a discretization scheme
 to simulate the state variables, their Malliavin deriva
 tives, or the Malliavin weights. It should also be
 noted that another extension of the likelihood ratio

 method, to situations where the transition density is
 unknown, can be achieved by discretizing the model
 first and then applying the likelihood ratio approach.
 The resulting estimator is based on a convergent
 approximation of the true score by the score of the
 discretized model. This approximation constitutes an
 additional source of error that may affect the asymp
 totic properties of the estimator.

 2 This convergence rate is lower than the rate of lattice methods.
 However, when convergence rates are expressed in terms of work
 load, they are the same. For example, a finite difference approxima
 tion of a univariate partial differential equation (PDE) converges at
 the rate N'1, where N is the number of discretization points. As
 the number of arithmetic operations (work load W) is proportional
 to the number of discretization points squared (W = const, x N2),
 the convergence rate can be restated as W~l/1. In contrast, a Monte
 Carlo estimator based on M replications converges, by the Central
 Limit Theorem, at the rate M~1/2. As the work is proportional to
 the number of replications (W = const, x M), this convergence rate
 is also W~1/2.
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 Cvitanic et al. (2002, 2003) have proposed an
 alternative approach, based on an approximation of
 the covariation between the function f(XT) and the
 Brownian motion W. This Monte Carlo covariation esti

 mator (MCC), can be seen as a convergent approxima
 tion of the MCMD-W estimator (see ?3.2 for details).

 Finally, by perturbing the initial value of the diffu
 sion and forming finite differences, one can construct

 Monte Carlo finite difference (MCFD) schemes that esti
 mate the derivative dxf. Forward, backward, and
 central differencing schemes are available. The corre
 sponding estimators are the Monte Carlo forward finite
 difference (MCFFD), the Monte Carlo backward finite dif
 ference (MCBFD), and the Monte Carlo central finite
 difference (MCCFD) estimators. These schemes were
 introduced in a nondiffusion setting by Glynn (1989)
 and their asymptotic properties studied by L'Ecuyer
 and Perron (1994). Both papers assume that transition
 densities are known. In our more general setting, the
 transition density is unknown and a numerical dis
 cretization procedure must be used to approximate
 the diffusion. As discussed in ?3.3, MCFD estimators
 are approximate MCMD-P estimators.
 When a discretization scheme is combined with

 Monte Carlo averaging to estimate an expectation
 involving the solution of an SDE, two errors have to
 be dealt with. The first is the discretization error due

 to the finite number of discretization points, N, in the
 approximation (4) of (2). The second is the MC error
 associated with the computation of an expectation by
 averaging over a finite number of replications, M,
 of the relevant random variables. Both errors affect
 the estimator constructed and influence its asymptotic
 properties. This paper studies the error behavior for
 MCMD, MCC, and the three finite difference schemes
 MCFD described above.

 For discontinuous payoff functions we show that
 the convergence rates of MCC, MCFFD, and MCBFD
 estimators equal M~1/3 and that MCCFD estimators
 converge at the rate M~2/5. An MCMD estimator, on
 the other hand, converges at the rate M~1/2. It is there
 fore the only estimator, among those studied, that
 preserves the convergence rate attained by the MC
 estimator of the function itself. It is also the only
 MC estimator for derivatives that attains the maximal

 convergence rate, M~1/2, for MC schemes. The rea
 son is that all other estimators are numerical approx
 imations of convergent approximations, instead of
 explicit representations, of the derivative. Because
 MCFD and MCC estimators are based on conver
 gent approximations, their implementation depends
 on additional perturbation parameters. These corre
 spond to a spatial shift of the initial condition for

 MCFD and a time shift of the initial increment of
 the Wiener process for MCC. The additional param
 eter implies a slower convergence rate for discon
 tinuous payoffs. In contrast, for continuous payoff

 functions the rate M~1/2 is also attained by MCFD
 estimators: the variance of these estimators is of sec

 ond order in the convergence parameters, speeding
 up convergence.

 The asymptotic efficiency of each estimator de
 pends on the length of the asymptotic confidence
 intervals implied by the limit distribution. For each

 method we show that the weak limit along the
 efficient path of M, N and any other parameter con
 trolling the approximation, has a nonzero mean rep
 resenting a second-order bias. Ignoring this bias leads
 to incorrect efficiency assessments. Indeed, in this
 case, asymptotic confidence intervals cover the true
 value with probability lower than the nominal size of
 the interval. Corresponding confidence sets are then
 invalid.3 In fact, the Neyman-Pearson theory of statis
 tical tests (see Lehmann 1997) establishes that asymp
 totic efficiency assessments cannot be made when
 confidence intervals are not of the same effective size.

 Our explicit formulas permit the construction of valid
 confidence intervals. They also show that second
 order bias correction is considerably more difficult
 for MCC and MCFD estimators: MCC and MCFD
 involve additional second-order biases because they
 are approximations of MCMD-W and MCMD-P esti
 mators. Finally, they provide the necessary tools for
 assessing the relative efficiencies of different MC esti
 mators of derivatives (see Duffle and Glynn 1995 for
 a discussion of efficient simulation designs for MC
 estimators of conditional expectations).

 Section 2 provides a brief introduction to Malliavin
 calculus. Section 3 studies the convergence of the
 various MC estimators of derivatives: MCMD, MCC,
 and MCFD. The computational requirements differ
 across estimators. In general, MCMD and MCCFD
 estimators that converge at a faster rate require the
 simulation of auxiliary processes such as Malliavin
 derivatives or processes with perturbed initial val
 ues. It follows that there is a trade-off between speed
 of convergence and execution time. Section 4 studies
 this trade-off by performing a numerical comparison
 of the three methods in the context of two exam
 ples. The first example is a linear dynamic portfo
 lio choice problem; the second addresses the issue
 of risk management for digital options when the
 underlying price follows a process with constant elas
 ticity of variance. These numerical studies illustrate
 that the faster convergence rate of MCMD estima
 tors results in an efficiency gain in terms of CPU
 time and percentage root mean square error. Sec
 tion 5 concludes the paper. Appendix A contains
 a result from Detemple et al. (2004) that is used

 3 A discussion of this issue can be found in Detemple et al. (2004).
 They show that the coverage probability is positively related to the
 asymptotic variance when the second-order bias is ignored.
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 to characterize the second-order bias for the dif
 ferent methods under consideration. Proofs are in
 Appendix B. Appendix C presents an integration
 by parts argument that can be employed to find
 MCMD estimators when transition probabilities are
 unknown and payoff functions are nonsmooth. All
 appendices can be found in an online supplement at
 http://mansci.pubs.informs.org/ecompanion.html.

 2. A Primer on Malliavin Calculus
 The Malliavin calculus is a calculus of variations for
 stochastic processes defined on a Wiener space (the
 smallest state space on which a Brownian motion can
 be defined). This calculus applies to Wiener function
 als, i.e., random variables and stochastic processes
 that depend on the trajectories of a Brownian motion.
 It enables us to measure the effects of a small variation

 in the trajectory of the underlying Brownian motion
 on this functional. This section presents elementary
 operations associated with the Malliavin calculus.
 A detailed treatment can be found in Nualart (1995).

 2.1. The Malliavin Derivative of a Smooth
 Brownian Functional

 Let (tx,..., tn) be a partition of the interval [0, T] and
 let F be a random variable of the form

 f-/K.wj,
 where / is an infinite times continuously differ
 entiable, bounded function and W is a univariate
 Brownian motion process. The random variable F
 depends (smoothly) on the Brownian motion W sam
 pled at a finite number of points in the interval [0, T].
 It is called a smooth Brownian functional.
 The Malliavin derivative of F is the change in F

 due to a change in the path of W. To formalize this
 notion consider a time t such that 12 < < tk_x < t <
 tk-- <tn and suppose that Ws is perturbed to Ws -f s
 for all s > t. The Malliavin derivative of F at time t,
 which is written as 9^tF, is defined as

 3tf = */K.*y,'Wt+?.wtn+?)

 = t/iK.^.WJ, (6) i=k

 where f is the derivative with respect to the zth argu
 ment of /.

 A simple example will illustrate the concept. Sup
 pose that the price of a stock follows a geometric
 Brownian motion with drift fi and volatility coeffi
 cient a. At time T, the stock price is ST= f(WT),
 where the function f(x) is f(x) = S0exp((/jL ?

 (l/2)cr2)T + ax). An application of the definition
 shows that the Malliavin derivative of ST is

 ds

 = 0-Soexpl Ifi? -a2 )T-r-crWr ) = aST.

 e=0

 2

 In this example, ST depends only on the Brownian
 motion at T. The Malliavin derivative is then the same

 as the derivative with respect to WT. This reflects the
 fact that a perturbation of the path of the Brownian

 motion from time t onward affects ST only through
 the terminal value Wr.

 2.2. The Malliavin Derivative of an Ito Integral
 and the Chain Rule

 The notion of a Malliavin derivative can be extended
 to random variables that depend on the path of the
 Brownian motion over a continuous interval [0, T].
 This extension uses the fact that a path-dependent
 functional can be approximated by a suitable sequence
 of smooth Brownian functionals. In short, the Malli
 avin derivative of the path-dependent functional is
 the limit of the Malliavin derivatives of the smooth
 Brownian functionals in the approximating sequence.
 The space of random variables for which Malliavin
 derivatives are defined is called D1,2. This space is
 the completion of the set of smooth Brownian func
 tionals with respect to the norm HF^ 2 = (E[F2] +
 E[f0T\\%Ffdt])V2.

 This extension enables us to define Malliavin
 derivatives of stochastic integrals in a natural manner.
 For instance, consider the stochastic integral F(W) =
 f0 h(t)dWt, where h(t) is a function of time. By Ito's
 lemma we can write F(W) = h(T)WT ? fQ Wtdh(t).
 Taking a perturbation of Ws to Ws + s for all s e [t, oo)
 shows that

 F(W + elltiS>))-F(W)

 = h(T)el[Koo)(T)- f el[Koo)(s)dh(s),
 where l[ioo)(s) is the indicator function (i.e., l[i/00)(s)
 = 1 if s e [t, oo); = 0 otherwise), and therefore

 F(W + el[tf0o))-F(W) %F = hm--1?L

 = h(T)l[t>a>)(T)- Jj llti00)(s)dh(s) = h(t).
 That is, the Malliavin derivative of F at date t is the
 volatility h(t) of the stochastic integral at t. In other
 words, the Malliavin derivative 95tF measures the
 sensitivity of the random variable F to the Brownian
 innovation at t.

 Assume now that the integrand h(t) = h(W,t) is a
 progressively measurable process. In this case, with
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 the notation W? = Ws + el[foo)(s), we can write

 F(W + el[(#oo))-F(W)

 = / h(W?, s) dWs? - f h(W,s)dWs Jo Jo
 T T

 = [ (h(We,s)-h(W,s))dWs+( h(We,s)d(Wse-Ws) Jo Jo
 T T

 = [ (h(We,s)-h(W,s))dWs + e[ h(We,s)dl[t<x)(s) Jo Jo
 T

 = ? (h(We, s) - h(W, s)) dW, + sh(We, t), Jo

 where the last equality follows from the fact that
 dl[t,oo)(s) = ?o(s ~ 0 is the Dirac delta function at the
 point s ? t ? 0.4 It follows that

 F(W + sl[t/0o))-F(W) 95,F = lim-Ll-^

 = f %h(W,s)dWs + h(W,t) Jo
 T

 = J 9>th(W,s)dWs + h(W,t),
 where, by definition, 9sth(W,s) = ]ims_0(h(Ws, s) -
 h(W, s))/e. Similarly, for a (random) Riemann integral

 F(W) = ?J h(W, s) ds, we obtain
 T T

 %F=( %h{W,s)ds= [ %h(W,s)ds. Jo Jt
 Typical applications in finance involve functions
 that depend on several path-dependent random vari
 ables. These cases can be handled using the chain rule
 of Malliavin calculus. Suppose that F = (Fl7..., Fn) is
 a vector of random variables in D1/2, and that qb is
 a differentiable function of F with bounded deriva
 tives. Then,

 %HF) = Ejr(n%Fl. i=l ?Xi

 A standard application of this rule arises when a
 stock return satisfies an Ito process with progressively

 measurable coefficients (fju, or), that is, the price satis
 fies dSt/St = ?jLtdt-\-atdWt. The terminal value is

 ST = ^exp^T^s-|crs2)ds + jiTa-sdW^
 and the chain rule of Malliavin calculus gives

 %ST = ST(ft (%fis-crs%as)ds + ft %asdWs + at\
 where we used 9b ta2 = 2as(2)tcrs and the formulas
 above for the derivatives of an Ito integral and a ran
 dom Riemann integral.

 4 The Dirac delta function 80(s ? t) is such that 80(s ? t) = 0 ii s ^ t

 mdf0Tf(s)80(S-t)ds = f(t).

 2.3. Malliavin Derivatives of Solutions of
 Stochastic Differential Equations

 The rules of Malliavin calculus described above
 enable us to calculate the derivative of the solu
 tion of a stochastic differential equation. Suppose,
 for instance, that a state variable X solves the equa
 tion dXt = fi(Xt)dt + cr(Xt)dWt, subject to some initial
 condition X0 = x, where W is a standard Brownian

 motion. Equivalently, we can write the equation in
 integral form as

 Xt = x+ [' lL(Xe)ds+ [' aiXJdW,. Jo Jo

 Applying the results from the previous sections, it is
 easy to verify that 9>tXs satisfies

 %XS = f dpi(Xv)%XJv + f da(Xv)%XvdWv + a(X?
 (recall that 9btx = 0). This linear equation can be
 solved to yield

 25, Xs = cr(Xt)%(^ dfji(Xs) ds + da(Xs) dWs\
 for all s>t, where % denotes the stochastic exponen
 tial.5
 Note that the Malliavin derivative of an SDE is

 related to the derivative of the solution of the SDE

 with respect to the initial condition. The Brownian
 functional Xs(x) which gives the position at time s of
 the state variable as a stochastic mapping of its ini
 tial position Xt = x, is called the stochastic flow. Ikeda
 and Watanabe (1981) and Kunita (1991) show that
 the stochastic flow solves the same SDE as the diffu

 sion itself. More importantly, they show that its gradi
 ent \xX8(x) = limT^0(l/r)(Xs(x + r) - Xs(x)) (i.e., the
 change in the flow induced by an infinitesimal pertur
 bations of the initial state) solves an SDE with linear
 coefficients and initial condition given by the iden
 tity matrix. The process VtxXs(x) is called the tangent
 process.

 As the Malliavin derivative solves the same SDE
 but with a different initial condition, it follows imme

 diately that %XS = a(Xt)VtxXs(x): The Malliavin
 derivative is equal to the tangent VtxXs(x) multiplied
 by the volatility coefficient of the process.

 5 Ordinary exponentials solve linear ODEs. Likewise, stochas
 tic exponentials solve linear SDEs. More precisely, %(M) solves
 d%(M)t = %(M)tdMt subject to %(M)0 = 1. For univariate continu
 ous local martingales M, we have %(M)T = exp(Mr - (1/2)[M]T),
 where [M] is the quadratic variation of M (i.e., [M] is the unique,
 predictable process such that [M]0 = 0 and M2 ? [M] is a continuous
 local martingale (Karatzas and Shreve 1991, Problem 5.17)).
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 2.4. The Clark-Ocone Formula
 Our next result is a very useful formula known as
 the Clark-Ocone formula. This formula ties into the

 Martingale Representation Theorem which states that
 a martingale adapted to a Brownian filtration can
 be written as a stochastic integral with respect to
 Brownian motion. Malliavin calculus, in effect, gives
 an explicit expression for the integrand in this rep
 resentation. In other words, it identifies the volatility
 coefficient of the martingale.

 The Clark-Ocone formula states that any random
 variable F D12 can be decomposed as

 T

 F = E[F]+i Es[%F]dWs, Jo

 where Es[] is the conditional expectation at time s.
 For the special case of a martingale Mt = Et[F], closed
 by the random variable F, one obtains Mt = Mq +
 f?Es[%F]dWs.
 2.5. Multivariate Wiener Processes
 To conclude this presentation of Malliavin calculus,
 we briefly indicate generalizations of definitions and
 results to the case of multivariate Brownian motions.

 Suppose that W = (Wa,..., Wd)' is a d-dimensional
 Brownian motion and that F = f(Wt,..., Wt) is a
 smooth Brownian functional, that depends on the vec
 tor Brownian motion W sampled at a finite number
 of time points.

 In this multivariate case, one can define a Malliavin
 derivative with respect to each component of the
 multidimensional Brownian motion. The Malliavin
 derivative is a d-dimensional row vector Q5tF =
 (9bltF,..., 9)dtF), where, for ] ? 1,... ,d, the deriva
 tive 25 -f F is obtained by perturbing the ;th component
 of the Brownian motion. In other words, 25^ F satisfies
 definition (6), where W;s is perturbed to WjS + s for
 s > t and other components of the Brownian motion
 are left unchanged.

 All the rules of Malliavin calculus described for a
 univariate Brownian motion also apply to the multi
 dimensional case.

 3. Simulation-Based Estimators of
 Derivatives

 Suppose that we wish to estimate the derivative of
 a function f(t,x) = Et x[h(XT)], where h is continu
 ously differentiable and X is an n-dimensional vector
 of state variables with dynamics

 d

 dXt = A(Xt)dt + ? Bj(Xt)d]N?, X0 = x.
 ;=i

 The coefficients A and B are assumed to satisfy local
 Lipschitz and linear growth conditions (see Karatzas
 and Shreve 1991, Theorem 2.5, p. 287). This section
 presents three simulation methods that can be used
 to compute the derivative of interest.

 3.1. Monte Carlo with Malliavin Derivative
 (MCMD)

 Our first approach is based on Malliavin calculus.
 Suppose that we take the Malliavin derivative on both
 sides of the expression f(t,x) = Et x[h(XT)], where
 x = Xt. The chain rule of Malliavin calculus and the
 commutativity of the Malliavin derivative and the
 conditional expectation operators (see Nualart 1995,
 Proposition 1.2.4, p. 32) gives

 dj{t, Xt)%Xt = %f{t, Xt) = %EtJh(XT)]

 = Ef#I[3(ft(XT)] = EtJdh{XT)%XT],
 (7)

 where 9btXT is the terminal value of the solution of
 the linear SDE

 d%Xv=(dA(Xv)dv + J^dBj(Xv)dW?)%Xv and V ;=1 / (8)
 \im%Xv = B(Xt). vit

 In general, the random variable 25fXT will depend on
 the whole path of the underlying Brownian motion,

 making it difficult to apply convergence results tai
 lored for expectations of functions of the terminal
 value of a diffusion. Two avenues can be pursued to
 bring us back to this more conventional form. Both of
 these identify a function g and a diffusion Y such that

 dxf(t,x) = EtiX\g(YT)]. (9)

 An MC estimator can be readily constructed from
 this expression by replacing the conditional probabil
 ity measure with its empirical counterpart that places
 equal probability on independent replications of the
 terminal value of the Euler discretized diffusion Yj ,

 -t M

 [dxfrN(t,x) = -Y,g(YtN)- (10)
 1Vi i=\

 This estimator of the derivative dxf(t, x) is of the same
 form as the MC estimator of the function f(t, x) and

 will share its convergence properties.
 3.1.1. Malliavin Derivative Path Estimators

 (MCMD-P). A formula such as (9) can be found
 either by conditioning on the terminal value of the
 state variables or by introducing an augmented
 diffusion that captures the joint behavior of X and
 its Malliavin derivative 2^X. The first transforma
 tion works as follows. Using the law of iterated
 expectations in the last conditional expectation of (7)
 gives

 dxf{t, x)B(x) = Et_x[dh(XT)Et,x[%XT | XT]]. (11)

 The desired formula (9) follows if we select g(YT) =
 g(t, x, XT) with the definition

 g(t,x,z) = dh(z)k(t,x,z)C(x), (12)
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 where

 k(t, x, z) = Et X[%XT \XT=z] and
 (13)

 C(x) = B(x)>(B(x)B(x)>)-1

 Clearly, an MC estimator based on this transforma
 tion is easy to implement only if the conditional
 expectation k(t,x,z) has an explicit form. This is a
 strong condition and cases where this approach works
 are rare.

 The second transformation applies even when an
 explicit form for k is unknown. It relies on an expan
 sion of the state space that adds the n x d-vector of

 Malliavin derivative 9btXv to the set of state variables.
 The augmented system of state variables Yr = [Y[, Y2'],
 with Y1 = X and Y2' = [2^X',..., 25?fX'], satisfies
 the SDE

 dY? =
 dAY,  (Yv)dv + Z

 2J ;=i  dBiY2,
 (Yv)dWv, (14)

 subject to the initial condition Y[ = [X[, B^Y^)',...,
 Bd(Ylt)']. The derivative of the function can be written
 as in (9) with the definition

 g(x,y) = {dh{y,))y2C{x). (15)

 A setting of practical interest for which the func
 tion k in (12) can be found in explicit form is the Black
 and Scholes model. For dXt = Xt(Adt + BdWt), we
 obtain 9btXT = BXT, and therefore k(t, x, XT) = BXT
 with g(t,x,XT) = dh(XT)(XT/x). Here, the estimator
 based on (12) is identical to the path derivative esti
 mator of Broadie and Glasserman (1996).6

 As mentioned in ?2.3, Malliavin derivatives are pro
 portional to tangent processes. They can therefore
 be used to formalize the notion of "path derivative"
 for arbitrary diffusion models. More precisely, note
 that the Malliavin derivative satisfies 9btXvC(Xt) =
 Vf xXv(Xt) where Vt^X^X,) is the derivative of the
 stochastic flow Xv(Xt) with respect to its initial posi
 tion at time t (see ?2.3 for the univariate case). Given
 this relation and the natural interpretation of the
 derivative of the stochastic flow as a path derivative
 we call estimators based on (12) or (15) Monte Carlo
 Malliavin derivative path estimator (MCMD-P).

 3.1.2. Malliavin Derivative Weight Estimators
 (MCMD-W). The estimators presented so far require
 that h be at least continuous. Unfortunately, for some
 applications in finance, such as managing the risks
 associated with a position in digital options, this dif
 ferentiability assumption is not satisfied. Moreover,
 expressions for derivatives are difficult to obtain for
 several types of financial contracts, such as mortgage
 backed securities.

 In these instances one can proceed in two ways.
 First, assume that h fails to be continuous but suppose
 that the transition density p(t,x,s,y) of the diffusion
 exists and is known. Under these conditions the con
 ditional expectation

 f(t,Xt)= [ h(z)p(t,Xt,T,z)dz

 can be Malliavin-differentiated on both sides to obtain

 dxf(t,Xt)%Xt = [h(z)dxp(t,Xt,T,z)dz%Xt Jn

 = Et,Xi[h(XT)dxlogp(t,Xt,T,XT)]%Xt.

 The resulting probabilistic representation of the
 derivative

 dxf(t, Xt) = Et/Xt[h(XT)dxlogp(t, Xt, T, XT)]

 is in the form (9) with the choice

 g(t, x, T, z) = h(z)dx logp(f, x, T, z). (16)

 Estimators based on this formula correspond to the
 likelihood ratio or score function estimators pro
 posed by Broadie and Glasserman (1996) in the
 context of security pricing with known transition den
 sity.7 As these estimates are again of the form (9),
 their convergence properties are identical to those of

 MCMD-P estimators (12) and (15), based on Malliavin
 derivatives. However, applications of this method
 are limited because knowledge of the score function
 dxlogp(t, x, T, z) is required.
 Next, we derive an estimator that is of the same

 form for unknown transition densities. For this, note
 that the probabilistic representation of the derivative
 is given as the expected value of the payoff function

 multiplied by a "weight"

 H* = dxlogp(t,x,T,XT), (17)
 equal to the score. For geometric Brownian motion,
 Broadie and Glasserman (1996) obtain the "score
 weight" by an integration-by-parts argument. Ap
 pendix C shows how to generalize this idea. An
 integration-by-parts argument for Malliavin calculus

 6 Broadie and Glasserman use this example to introduce the idea
 of path derivatives. As XT = XtF, where the random variable F =
 exp((A - (1/2)B2)(T - t) + B(WT - Wt)) is independent of Xt, the
 path derivative can be defined as an ordinary derivative of the lin
 ear function XtF with respect to Xt. The same property holds in
 the example with stochastic volatility that they provide. For cases

 where the relevant SDEs do not have explicit solutions, Broadie and
 Glasserman define path derivatives for the Euler discretized pro
 cesses (see Proposition 7, p. 284). For this approximation scheme,
 a deterministic map links the initial and terminal values of the dis
 cretized processes for each subinterval.

 7 See Rubinstein and Shapiro (1993) for a general discussion of this
 method.
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 establishes8

 dxf(t, x) = E,iX[dh(XT)\xXT(x)] = Et,x[H$h(XT)],
 (18)

 where

 H$ = j\dWs)'v%, (19)
 i$ = C(Xs)Vt/IXs(jcK? (20)

 for some progressively measurable process a such
 that ft at s ds = In, the identity matrix of dimension n,
 and C defined in (12). The right-hand side of (18) is
 again of the form (9) with

 g(y)^y2h(y1) (21)
 and expanded vector Y'v = [X;,H$'] for v e [t, T].
 Here, the desired formula was found by adding the
 Malliavin weight H?T to the set of state variables.
 Note also that the function g depends on the pay
 off function h, rather than its derivative. This fea
 ture is important for implementation. It implies that
 an MC method, based on the expanded vector of
 state variables Y, can be combined with a discretiza
 tion scheme to estimate the derivative dxf(t, x) even
 though the payoff function is nondifferentiable and
 the transition density is unknown. As the payoff is
 multiplied by the weight H.\ T, in (18), we call the
 resulting estimator a Monte Carlo Malliavin derivative
 weight estimator (MCMD-W).9 The fact that the like
 lihood ratio/score estimator has a similar structure
 suggests that MCMD-W is a generalization. We now
 show why this is indeed the case.
 Fournie et al. (2001) establish that the Malliavin

 weight corresponding to the score provides the esti
 mator with minimal mean square error. Because the
 score is a function of the terminal value of the diffu

 sion, the optimal Malliavin weight must be as well.
 Malliavin weights that are deterministic functions of
 the terminal value of the diffusion can be obtained
 from (21), using the law of iterated expectations: it
 suffices to condition on the terminal value within
 the conditional expectation to obtain a "weight" of
 this form. By definition this conditional expectation
 attains the minimal mean square error among all ran
 dom variables that are functions of the terminal value.

 Because the weight that attains the minimal mean
 square error is unique, this "weight" must be identical
 to the score. That is,

 EttX[H$ | XT] = dx]Qgp(t, x, T, XT) EE H-?re, (22)

 for any admissible choice of a.10 It follows that
 MCMD-W estimators do indeed generalize the score
 or likelihood ratio method.11

 Following the arguments in the proof in Appen
 dix C, it is interesting to note that the Malliavin weight
 is in fact nothing else but an abstract score, i.e., a
 derivative of a log-likelihood ratio,

 (23)
 A=0

 for a particular density given by

 ?(-AjT'(?i?>)'dWs) (24)
 where derivatives are taken with respect to a per
 turbation parameter ?, that controls shifts of the
 Brownian paths, in the direction of the suitably cho
 sen process v? s defined in (20). The Malliavin weight
 is therefore a score weight corresponding to a particu
 lar log-likelihood obtained from (24). It is found using
 the same integration-by-parts idea as the traditional
 score estimator.

 3.1.3. Malliavin Derivative Mixed Estimators
 (MCMD-M). MCMD-P estimators involve the de
 rivative of the payoff function h and therefore take
 into account the local sensitivity of the payoff function

 with respect to variations in the terminal value caused
 by infinitesimal perturbations of the initial value. In
 contrast, MCMD-W estimators use weights H\a\ that
 are the same for different payoff functions. These
 weights are therefore independent of the derivative
 of the payoff function h. This difference in sensitivity
 results in a higher variance for MCMD-W estimators.
 This is confirmed by the experiments for geometric
 Brownian motion carried out in Broadie and Glasser
 man (1996).12

 Fournie et al. (1999) resolve this difficulty by
 using a localization procedure which, for geometric
 Brownian motion, improves Malliavin weight esti
 mators. The basic idea behind their approach is an
 additive decomposition of the payoff function in a

 8 This result is the same as in Fournie et al. (1999). Our derivation
 of the formula (in Appendix C) relies on different arguments and
 does not use stochastic calculus for nonanticipative processes.

 9 The implementation of MCMD-W requires a discretization scheme
 to calculate the Malliavin weight.

 10 This result can also be established using a probabilistic repre
 sentation of the transition density, that is itself the derivative of a
 conditional expectation of an indicator function.

 11 We also conclude that the score estimator, an element of the
 class of MCMD-W estimators, is similar to the estimator (12)-(13),
 an element of the class of MCMD-P estimators. Both can be derived

 by conditioning expectations of the Malliavin derivative on the ter
 minal value of the diffusion. Given that these conditional expecta
 tions are generally unavailable, both estimators are often infeasible
 in practice. In particular, the corresponding MCMD-W estimator
 cannot be calculated in explicit form if the log-likelihood ratio is
 unknown.

 12 Fournie et al. (2001) provide theoretical results explaining the
 observation of Broadie and Glasserman (1996).
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 once continuously differentiable function plus a dif
 ferentiate function with discontinuous derivative but

 support restricted to compact intervals (x' ? 8, x' + 8)
 around points of discontinuity x' of its derivatives.
 If we use MCMD-P for the continuously differen
 tiable part and MCMD-W for the remaining part con
 taining the discontinuities of the derivative of the
 payoff function, we obtain their localized estimators.
 Given the exact nature of this decomposition, for arbi
 trary choices of localization parameters 8, conver
 gence properties of the estimators are not affected. We
 call their estimator a Monte Carlo Malliavin derivative

 mixture (MCMD-M) estimator.

 3.1.4. The Asymptotic Error Behavior of Malli
 avin Derivative-Based Estimators. All three MCMD
 estimators are based on probabilistic representations
 of the same form. Using Malliavin calculus, we
 can define a possibly augmented diffusion Y and a
 function g such that dxf(t, x) has the probabilistic rep
 resentation (9). This formula is valid even when tran
 sition densities are unknown and/or when the payoff
 functions are not smooth. This representation has the
 same form as the one for the function itself, and thus,
 achieves the optimal rate of convergence for MC esti
 mators implied by the Central Limit Theorem for i.i.d.
 random variables.

 To describe the asymptotic behavior of MCMD esti
 mators of derivatives, a result of Detemple et al.
 (2004) on asymptotic distributions of MC estimators
 for Euler discretized diffusions can be applied. The
 following theorem describes the weak limit of the esti

 mation error.13

 Theorem 1. Consider a function g e ^3(Ud) and sup
 pose that g(XT) e 01/2. Also, assume that the conditions
 of Theorem 5 in Appendix A hold, and

 limEtfX[l{g{XT)2>r}g(XT)2]=0. (25)

 Then, as M -> oo,

 SM{dxfM^{t,x)-dxf{t,xj)^emd\KtiT(x)+Lt,T{x),
 where NM -> oo as M -> oo, emd = liir^^^ VM/NM, and
 Lt T(x) is the terminal value of a Gaussian martingale with
 (deterministic) quadratic variation and conditional vari
 ance given by

 [L,L](,T = l"' Et,x[NM)']ds = VARt,x[g(XT)],
 Ns = EaJdg(XT)%XT].

 The second-order bias function Kt T(x) is defined in Equa
 tion (40) in Appendix A for f = 0.

 The theorem shows that the asymptotic law of the
 estimator has two parts. The Gaussian martingale L
 results from the Central Limit Theorem, in the
 approximation of the expectation by an empirical

 mean over independent replications. The function
 KtT(x) appears because using the Euler scheme
 amounts to sampling from random variables that are
 only convergent approximations of the true terminal
 point of the diffusion. It represents a second-order dis
 cretization bias. This bias disappears if the end point
 of the diffusion can be simulated directly.

 Condition (25) is a uniform integrability condition
 for second moments. A sufficient condition for (25) is
 that g(XT) be U-bounded for some p > 2. In particu
 lar, the existence of third-order moments for g(XT) is
 sufficient.14

 3.2. Monte Carlo Covariation (MCC)
 The covariation representation

 dxf(t,x)=Km Et/ 1/t-?oo  g(XT) Wt+T - wt  C(x)

 naturally suggests the estimator

 dj(t,xrN-=(-j:g(x'7  ') w  w;
 )') C(x),

 (26)
 where C is defined in (12) and X^ is generated using
 a Euler approximation of the stochastic differential
 equation based on N discretization points. This sim
 ple approach was first proposed by Cvitanic et al.
 (2002, 2003), who implement it in the context of asset
 allocation problems and risk management problems
 for derivatives. The method seems attractive from a

 computational point of view as it does not require the
 simulation of auxiliary processes such as Malliavin
 derivatives, Malliavin weights, or diffusions with per
 turbed initial values.

 The asymptotic distribution of the error is as fol
 lows.

 Theorem 2. Consider a function g e ?>3(Ud) and sup
 pose that g(XT) e D1'2. Let ATWt = Wt+T - Wt and KT(x)
 be defined as in Equation (40) in Appendix A.

 Define the events

 Ft#T(N,T,r)

 N(g(X?)-g(XT))
 ATWt 1 N,T ifW

 GtrT(T,r) =  S(XT)^-Et,x  g(XT) ATWt

 > r\

 >r

 13 Let S be a metric space and S9 its Borel sets. A sequence of ran
 dom variables XN is said to converge weakly to a random vari
 able X, denoted by XN => X whenever, with Pxn=Po (X")"1 and
 Px = P o X~\ we have fs f(s) dFXN (s) -> fs f(s) dFx (s) for all contin
 uous and bounded functions / on S.

 14 The formula for the second-order bias, K, requires that g be three
 times continuously differentiable. Results of Bally and Talay (1996)
 guarantee that the same convergence result holds even if the payoff
 function is not differentiable. A similar type of efficiency result for
 MC estimators of functions expressed as conditional expectations
 of diffusions can be found in Duffie and Glynn (1995), but without
 an explicit formula for the second-order bias.
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 where I^T(x) = EtJN(g(X?) - g(XT))(ATWf/r)], and
 suppose that the conditions

 lim lim sup Et/ y
 } 1/t,N-*oo

 lFt/T(N,r,r)

 N(g(X?)-g(XT))^-\l^(x)  = 0, (27)

 limlimsupE, JlGi<r(T#r)

 g(XT)^-E,/3
 /io/d. T/ien, as M -* oo,

 g(XT)
 ATWt  = 0 (28)

 M1,3(dxf(t,x)M'NM' -dxf(t,x))

 => s\[dvEtiX[dxf{v, Xv)B(Xv)]]v=tC(x)

 + sc2\dKt:T{x) + OtiT{x)C{x),

 where NM, 1/tm -> oo when M -? oo,

 ej = lim M1/3tm M? <?  and 4 = lim M1/3/ty M  M/

 C /s defined as in (12), and w/zere O, r is the termi
 nal value of a Gaussian martingale with (deterministic)
 quadratic variation [O, 0]t T(x) = Et x[g(XT)2]Id.

 The uniform integrability condition (27) is neces
 sary and sufficient for the convergence of the mean
 of the second-order discretization bias to the expec
 tation of the limiting error distribution. A suffi
 cient condition for (27) is uniform L?-boundedness
 of N(g(X?) - g(XT))(ATWt/r) for some p > 1, jointly
 in t and N. This sufficient condition is satisfied, in
 particular, if the payoff is bounded. The second uni
 form integrability condition (28) is sufficient for the
 Lindeberg condition for triangular arrays to hold.
 This standard condition is invoked to obtain the
 Gaussian limit process from the Central Limit Theo
 rem (see Kallenberg 1997, Theorem 4.12, p. 69). Suffi
 cient conditions for (28) are uniform Lp-boundedness
 of g(XT)(\TWt/r) for some p > 2 in r.

 Theorem 2 shows that the best convergence rate for
 the estimator based on the covariation is slower than

 that for the estimator using Malliavin derivatives. The
 efficient MC scheme requires an eight-fold increase in
 the number of independent replications M along with
 a cut of the initial shift r by half when the number
 discretization points N is doubled.

 The second-order bias in this scheme has two com

 ponents. The first, (l/2)dKt T(x), is due to the fact
 that sampling from the true distribution of the ter
 minal point of the SDE is not feasible. The second,
 dvEt x[dxf(v,Xv)B(Xv)]\v=t, comes from the fact that
 one must deal with the derivative of the second

 order bias. This derivative appears because MCC
 effectively estimates the smoothed derivative (1/t)
 ftt+T dxf(P, XV)B(XV) dvC(x), instead of dxf(t, x). MCC
 estimators are therefore only correct in the limit as
 1/t -> oo. In practice, the selection of r seems to be a
 nontrivial task and the resulting second-order bias is
 a matter of concern.

 To produce asymptotic confidence intervals which
 do not suffer from size distortion, the second-order
 bias must be calculated. This task is considerably
 more difficult for this method than for MCMD
 because the derivative of the second-order bias must
 be computed. However, as the computational effort
 needed to calculate the MCC estimator is smaller, it is
 not uniformly dominated by the MCMD estimator.

 The comparison of MCC with MCMD-W reveals
 that MCC effectively approximates the instantaneous

 Malliavin weight H?aT , obtained for the choice a^rc
 = (l/r)l(f/t+T](s), by its Euler approximation with step
 size t,

 [H?r,r=(??v^)'c(x,).
 The MCC method therefore uses the exact weight
 only in the limit when 1/t ?> oo. For fixed t, these
 approximate Malliavin weights introduce an addi
 tional second-order bias and reduce the overall con
 vergence rate.

 3.3. Monte Carlo with Finite Difference (MCFD)
 An estimate of (11) can also be produced by approx
 imating the derivative inside the expectation by a
 finite difference, in the manner of numerical PDE

 methods. If the function is then evaluated by averag
 ing over independent replications, one obtains an MC
 version of the well-known finite difference method for

 PDEs. The motivation for this estimator is the limiting
 result

 d f(t, x) = lim - [Et>x[g(XT(x + Wy))]

 -Et?X[g{XT{x-{l-a?)T?))]}
 (29)

 for c?j e[0,l], j = 1,..., d, where XT(x) is the diffu
 sion process started at Xt = x and e] = [0,..., 1,..., 0]'
 is the yth unit vector of dimension d. The choice a = 1
 corresponds to single forward differences, a = 0 to
 single backward differences, and a = 1/2 to central
 differences.

 The relation above suggests the MC finite difference
 (MCFD) estimator

 o\J(t7x)M'N'Ti'ai
 /?E?i[g(Xr'"(^

 V rj A--1./
 (30)
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 where X^N is an approximation of Xr based on the
 Euler scheme using N discretization points. This per
 turbation approach was proposed by Glynn (1989)
 and Glasserman (1991) and its convergence proper
 ties were studied by UEcuyer and Perron (1994).15
 All these papers consider a setup where sampling
 from the true distribution is feasible. In our con
 text the underlying variables satisfy nonlinear dif
 fusions which, in general, prevents sampling from
 the true distribution. Instead, a discretization scheme
 is employed to approximate the state variables. The
 asymptotic distribution will then depend on two
 sources of error.

 Our next theorem establishes the convergence prop
 erties for this procedure. It shows that the conver
 gence rate depends on the choices of a, hence on the
 difference scheme selected, as well as on the pertur
 bation parameter r.

 Theorem 3. Consider a function g e ^(W*) and sup
 pose that g(XT) e D1'2. Let Kt T(x) be defined as in Equa
 tion (40) in Appendix A. Define the events

 = \\m:%>g(X?{x)) -Et,x[NV;^g(X^(x))]\ > r\,

 G't,ATj>r)

 = {|V^\(XT(x))-El/JE[V^a'g(XT(x))]|>r}/
 where

 V*"'g(X?(x))

 = g(X*(X + ajT?)) - g(X?(x - (1 - a?)T?))

 and Vt'x. 'g(XT(x)) is defined in a similar manner, substi
 tuting XT for Xj. Suppose that the conditions

 |NV^(X?)-E,,I[NV^"'g(X?(x))]|]=0, (31)

 Kx"'g(XT(x)) - EtiX[^:;g{XT{x))f\ = 0 (32)
 hold, for all j ? 1,...,d. Then, as M-* oo,

 (i) // ctj = 1/2 (MCCFD), we have

 M1/2(dx~J(t~x)M' Nm' t'-m' 1/2 - dx.f(t, x))

 where NM, 1/t;- m -> oo when M -^ oo,

 4d=\imMll\M, and ej?" = lim M1'2/NM.

 (ii) If oij / 1/2 (MCBFD and MCFFD), we have

 M1/2(dxJ(i~x)M'NM'T>-M'ai - dXjf(t, x))

 => 48(aj)dx.f(t, x) + sf2\dx?Kt,T(x) + Q[T(x),

 where NM, 1/t; M -> oo when M -> oo, with

 S(a,.) = (2a,--l)/2,

 ^limM1^, and eg = lim Ml'2/NM.

 The random variable Q\T(x) is the jth element of the
 terminal value of a Gaussian martingale with quadratic

 variation [Q,Q]i/T(x) = EtJf?L(v,Xv)L(v,Xv)'dv],
 where L(v,XJ = EV/Xv[%(dg(XT)<3vXTC(Xv))] with C
 defined as in (12).

 For smooth payoff functions such that g(XT) e D1,2,
 the speed of convergence of MCFD estimators is the
 same as for the MCMD estimator. But in contrast
 to MCMD-P estimators, MCFD estimators have an
 additional second-order bias caused by the finite dif
 ference approximations of both the derivative of the
 payoff function and the tangent process.

 The MCFD estimator can be viewed as an esti
 mator where the Malliavin derivatives are approxi
 mated by a finite difference. This rests on the fact
 that a Malliavin derivative in a diffusion context cor

 responds to the tangent process. The finite differences
 used for the MCFD estimator converge to the deriva
 tive of the stochastic flow with respect to the initial
 condition. This follows from the relation

 g(XT(x + ajTjej))-g(XT(x-(l-aj)rjej)) _ ri/T/r2,T, ? It It '

 1 T
 where JT' ' is a finite difference approximation of the
 derivative of the payoff function

 rl,r;- g(XT(X + a)Tjej)) - 8(Xt(* - (1 - ?fyjT^y)) h T
 XT(x + a;T;e;) - XT(x - (1 - a^ej)

 t2,t,
 and ]T' ' is a finite difference approximation of the
 derivative of the stochastic flow with respect to its
 initial condition

 2/T. _ XT(x + ajTjej) - XT(x - (1 - a,)^-)

 h = ? "
 It- 2 t

 Because JT' ] => dg(XT) and JT' ] =? ^btXTC(x)e] as
 1/t; -> oo we see that, indeed, MCFD estimators
 are approximations of MCMD-P estimators. But if
 the payoff function is differentiable, the variance

 15 For a unified view of the perturbation method and the likelihood
 ratio/score method, see L'Ecuyer (1990).
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 of the finite difference approximation is of order
 0(t2m), and therefore does not explode as t; M -> 0.16
 This explains why the convergence of MCFD and
 MCMD are the same.

 But it is important to note that to obtain efficient
 estimators, the perturbation parameters t; M have to
 be chosen with care. To cut the length of the asymp
 totic confidence interval by half we must quadruple
 the number of replications, double the number of dis
 cretization points and cut the initial perturbation by
 half for forward or backward differences, and divide
 by \fl for central differences.

 Using the true Malliavin derivatives does not
 require finding the optimal choice of the initial per
 turbation. It also has the advantage of eliminating the
 error induced by a finite difference approximation of
 the tangent process, one of the terms in the second
 order bias.

 Our next result shows that for discontinuous func

 tions g(XT) ? O1'2, MCMD-W estimators outperform
 MCFD estimators in terms of convergence speed.
 Indicator functions are a good example of discontin
 uous functions. They arise in risk management appli
 cations such as Delta-hedging for digital options or
 Delta-Gamma hedging for vanilla call options. Our
 next theorem summarizes asymptotic convergence
 properties covering those cases.

 Theorem 4. Consider a function g such that g(x) =
 gc(x) + EJLi Jjh (*)/ where B? nBj = 0 for i # ;, with
 gc(x) g <?3(Rd) and suppose that gc(XT) e B1'2. Let KT(x)
 be defined as in Theorem 5 in Equation (40) in Appen
 dix A. Suppose that conditions (31) and (32) of Theorem 3
 hold for all j = 1,..., d. Then, as M -> oo,

 (i) If otj = 1/2 (MCCFD), we have

 M2/5(^^7(^x)M'Nm'T/'m,1/2 - ^xf(t, x))

 =* s?S^/('' $ + efl&farix) + O?A*),

 where NM, l/r; M -? oo when M ->- oo,

 ?ff = lim M1/5t, M, and s{f = lim M2/5/NM.

 (ii) If ctj # 1/2 (MCBFD and MCFFD), we have

 Ml?(dx~~f(t~x)M'NM'ri'M'a< - dXjf(t,x))

 = eff5(a;)^/(?, x) + sf2?dXjKt,T(x) + Q[T(x),

 where NM, 1/t;M -> oo when M^- oo, with

 d(aj) = (2aj-l)/2,

 4 = ]imM^x M1/3Tjf M, and sf2 = lim^^ Mli3/NM.

 The random variable Q\T(x) is the terminal value of a
 Gaussian martingale with quadratic variation

 [Qy,Q;]f,rW
 oo

 = Y/y2(2aj-l)dXjPt,x(XT(x)eBk) k=\
 oo

 -2?,- ? yky,dXj-pt,x(iXAx) Bk}niXT(x')eB,})\x,=x k,l=l
 oo

 + 2(1-?/) ? 7kJi
 k,l=l

 d,?Pt?x({XT(x) e Bk} n {XT(x') e B,})U? (33)

 and such that Q{T(x) and QktT(x) are mutually indepen
 dent for j^k and all x e Ud.

 Theorem 4 shows that the best convergence rate
 for the estimators based on finite differences for dis

 continuous payoff functions is lower than that for
 the estimators using Malliavin weights. It is faster
 than for estimators based on the covariation, only for
 central differences. For central differences, the effi
 cient MC scheme mandates an increase in the num
 ber of independent replications M by a factor of 25/2
 when the number discretization points N is doubled.
 In addition, one must simultaneously cut the initial
 shift t by a factor of y/2. For discontinuous payoff
 functions, the efficient scheme for forward/backward
 differences is the same as the one based on the
 covariation.

 Because this scheme also produces a numerical
 approximate of an approximation of the derivative,
 the second-order bias has two components. The first,
 (l/2)3Kt T(x), is the same as the one for the covari
 ation estimator. The second depends on whether
 central or other differences are used. The faster con
 vergence rate stems from the fact that central differ
 ences are second-order accurate approximations of the
 function to be approximated.

 Similarly, as shown in the previous section, MCC
 weights are approximations of MCMD weights. There
 fore, MCMD-W estimators converge faster than MCC
 estimators. The slower convergence rate of MCC and

 MCFD estimators, relative to MCMD-W and MCMD-P
 estimators, is also accompanied by additional second
 order biases in the asymptotic limit distribution.
 MCMD, MCFD, and MCC estimators differ in terms

 of the number of auxiliary processes that have to be
 simulated. MCMD-P estimators require the simula
 tion of Malliavin derivatives, whereas for MCMD-W
 estimators, one has to calculate a Malliavin weight.

 MCFD estimators involve the calculation of perturbed
 diffusions that approximate the Malliavin derivative,
 whereas MCC estimators do not require auxiliary pro
 cesses because they approximate an instantaneous

 16 The notation O(-) denotes Landau's "at most of order/' See foot
 note (20) in Appendix B for a precise definition.
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 Malliavin weight. Given these differences in compu
 tational requirements, the ordering of the methods in
 terms of convergence speed is not necessarily pre
 served when rankings are based on CPU time. The
 next section investigates the efficiency of MCMD,
 MCFD, and MCC estimators.

 4. Numerical Examples
 This section compares the performances of the var
 ious methods reviewed in applications to optimal
 portfolio choice and to the hedging of digital options.

 4.1. Portfolio Choice
 In the dynamic portfolio choice problem of Merton
 (1971), stock returns Pl and state variables Y satisfy
 the joint diffusion

 dP?/P; = r(t, Yt)dt + at(t, Yt)'[S(t, Yt)dt + dWt],

 i = l,...,d,

 dYt = fiY(t, Yt)dt + aY(t, Yt)dWt,

 where r is the riskless short rate and 6 is the mar
 ket price of risk (MPR). The classic solution of this
 problem writes the optimal portfolio policy (i.e., the
 fractions of wealth invested in stocks) as

 where V(t,x,y) = sup77E[w(Xf) \ Xt = x, Yt = y] is
 the value function. In this expression, Xj stands
 for the terminal wealth resulting from a policy it
 (Xt is wealth at date t) and u(-) is the utility func
 tion. The value function solves the Hamilton-Jacobi
 Bellman PDE

 Q = dtV + dyViiY + \trace{dy?VaY(aYy} + xdxVr

 - ?x2dxxV

 subject to the boundary condition V(T,x) = u(T, x).
 Merton (1971) emphasizes the importance of the
 intertemporal hedging component of the portfolio
 (the second term in the portfolio formula), which is
 caused by fluctuations in investment opportunities.

 For constant relative risk aversion (CRRA) u(x) =
 x1'Rl(l ? R), the hedging demand is the only part
 that is not in explicit form. Simple manipulations
 show that

 V(t,x,y) = ^f(t,y)R,
 where f(t, y) solves the linear PDE

 Ztf-pdyfaY8 + [\p(p-l)\\6\\2-Pr]f = 0, (34)

 dxV
 ?xdYYV

 # + -t^J( -xdYrV

 subject to the boundary condition f(T, y) = 1. In (34),

 %f = dtf + 5>r + ?trace{dyy/<rY(<rY)'}

 is the infinitesimal generator of the diffusion process
 for the state variables and p = 1 ? 1/R. Expressed in
 terms of /, the optimal portfolio becomes

 n'ta(t,Y) = ^d(t,Y)' + ^aY(t,Y).
 With constant relative risk aversion the fractions of

 wealth in stocks are independent of wealth.
 The Feynman-Kac formula (Karatzas and Shreve

 1991, Theorem 7.6, p. 366) links the solution of (34)
 to the MC methods described in the previous section.
 Let k(t,Yt) = Et,Yt[?T], where

 (T T T \ -ft rsds-ft ffsdws-\jt e'sesds\
 is the state price density implied by the market struc
 ture (S,Y,6,r). Passing to the new measure P, under

 which Wt = Wt + p f0 6(s, Ys) ds is a Brownian motion,
 gives

 k(t, Yt) = % ,Y,  exp  )ds
 -pft r(s,Ys)

 + \p(p - 1)/" ||6(s,Ys)||2 ds

 where ? is the expectation under P and dYt =
 ?Y(t, Yt)dt + aY(t, Yt)dWt with ?1Y = fiY - paYd. The
 Feynman-Kac formula then shows that

 ??tk + [\p(p-l)\\e\\2-pr]k = 0 and jfc(T/Y) = l
 for all YeUd.

 Using ?tk = %k + dyk(-paY0) gives

 %k - pdykaY9 + [\p(p - 1)||?||2 - pr]k = 0,

 subject to k(T, YT) = 1. In light of (34) we conclude
 that / = k. It follows that f(t, y) = Ef/y[ffp T].

 Let us now review the three Monte Carlo meth
 ods that can be used to estimate the hedging demand
 (dfIf)crY. The first one is based on the limiting result

 iri<jf = lim-E. y

 lim-Ef y t^O T ' f

 X{ t+T  X.
 (W(+T-W()

 (W(+T - W,)
 ?t,t+T

 This limit follows from the fact that the opti
 mal portfolio is, up to a scaling factor, equal to
 the covariation between optimal wealth and the
 Brownian motion (d[X, W]t/Xt = ir't<jtdt). Because
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 optimal wealth equals ?tXt = A~1/R^fE? Y?[^pT], where
 ? is the Lagrange multiplier for the static budget
 constraint (see Karatzas et al. 1987), we also have
 Ct+TXt+T/?;tXt = ?tt+TXtft+T = E?+T/yf+T[?f/T]/E?/y?[??/T].
 Combining these expressions shows that

 7r?at = lim ^y^AWt+r-WJ/kt+r]
 T-.0T Ef#Yt[f?T]

 This formula is the basis for the approach proposed
 by Cvitanic et al. (2002, 2003). They suggest comput
 ing the portfolio based on the formula on the right
 hand side of the above equation with t fixed. This
 approach is clearly just a special case of MCC meth
 ods presented in ?2.2.

 The second MC method under consideration is
 based on the expression obtained by taking Malliavin
 derivatives on both sides of f(t, Yt) = Ei/Y [f?T]. For
 the left-hand side, this gives

 %f(t,Yt) = dyf(t,Yt)aY(t,Yt).

 For the right-hand side, we obtain

 %\Yt[tf,T] = -pf(t, Yt)(a(t, Yt) + b(t, Yt)),

 where functions a and b are

 E( Y\?pt T (J%rsds] s(i,y,) = - ' '
 E(, Y, [?( t]

 = EtrYi[tlTf?(dWs + dsdsy9itdsds]

 with %rs = dyr(s, YS)%YS and %6S = dy6(s, YS)%YS.
 The optimal portfolio becomes

 7T?at = ^e't-p(a(t,Yt) + b(t,Yt)).
 The MCMD-P estimator provides estimates for func
 tions a and b.

 Finally, recall that the hedging demand is
 dyf(t>y)/f(t>y) with f(t,y) = TLt>y[etiTl Because the
 state price density ?t/ T starts at ?f/1 = 1 and depends
 only on the state variable Y, through the coefficients
 6(t, y), r(t, y), we obtain

 TTtat

 1 nr Umr^0 ffit, Yt+aA t, t] ~ E?, Yt-(l-a)A?l tD y

 where a {1,1/2,0}. MCFD estimators are obtained
 by estimating the conditional expectations by the
 empirical mean over independent replications of the
 terminal value of the diffusion for the state price den
 sity, ?jt/T. The estimate is computed using a Euler

 Table 1 Monte Carlo Estimators for Hedging Demand with CRRA
 Preferences

 Monte Carlo finite difference method (MCFD)

 (ir ?)MlN'T(t,y)

 -j M

 '*"('. *) = ?E(??:?)' w?thv,=z
 (MCFFD: a = 1), (MCCFD: a = 1/2), and (MCBFD: a = 0)

 Monte Carlo covariation (MCC)

 (ir ?)M'N'T(t,y)

 _ ,,vH rirE?i(^rr(^^-^.)/^
 "^ l7l oil(#; *)'

 Monte Carlo Malliavin derivatives (MCMD)

 (???*.)"*'(,, y) = ^ y)_i [{_p){gp,M{tt y) + ^,H(ii y))]

 scheme starting at 1 and starting the driving diffu
 sion Y at points Yt, Yt -f ar, and Yf + (1 ? a)r. This
 yields MCBFD for a = 0, MCCFD for a = 1/2, and
 MCFFD for a = 1.

 Table 1 summarizes the estimators for the differ
 ent methods. For all methods the parameter N cor
 responds to the number of discretization points in
 time and the parameter M to the number of replica
 tions. For finite difference methods, the parameter r
 is the perturbation of the initial value used to calcu
 late numerical derivatives of the function fM>N-f for
 the MCC estimator, this parameter represents the time
 step for the Brownian increment needed to calculate
 the covariation.

 Table 2 describes the approximation schemes used
 to calculate the components of the estimators above.
 It identifies the discretized processes for the state
 variables and their Malliavin derivatives and the
 discretized hedges.

 The tables show that all methods, except the one
 based on Malliavin derivatives, involve three conver
 gence parameters, M, N, and t. This last parameter
 appears because MCFD and MCC do not approximate
 the optimal portfolio policy, but just a convergent
 approximation of it. As a result, they involve an addi
 tional second-order bias that slows down their opti

 mal convergence rate. MCFD and MCC estimators are
 computed by drawing random variables whose vari
 ance depends on the discretization parameter t. To
 find the error distribution, this variance is normal
 ized by yfr to satisfy the Lindeberg condition and
 apply the Central Limit Theorem for i.i.d. random
 variables. The perturbation parameter t must be con
 trolled along with the number of MC replications to
 keep the variance of the estimator finite.

 The computational requirements of these various
 MC approaches are very different. Forward and back
 ward MCFD require the simulation of one auxiliary

 -J(t,y)
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 Table 2 Euler Scheme for Components of Portfolio Estimator

 State variables (/?= (7" -t)/N)

 W?+kN(y) = ^(t + kh, Yt%h(y))h + <rY(t + kh, C(y))AIVf+tt

 fr = 1,...,A/and V7"(y) = y

 ^t+kh(y) = ~kt+kh[r(t + kh, Y?+kh(y))h + 6(t + kh, Y?+kh(y))^Wt+kh]

 /r = 1l...,0and#f(y) = 1

 Hedging terms (h = (T-t)/N)

 [a +b my)~ T?MfW
 AH^N+kh = ([%Yt+kh{y)V)'{dr(t + kh, Y?+kh(y)))'h

 k = Ji,...,N<m?H?;tN{y) = Q

 A/#?w = ?3,VU(y)f )'W + M, C(y)))'

 \d(t + kh,Ytlkh(y))h + M/t+kh\

 k = J\,...,Nm?Hbt;?(y) = Q

 Malliavin derivatives (h=(T- t)/N)

 mtYt+kh(y))N = [dy(iY(t + kh, Y?+kh(y))h

 + ? ayo-/(? + kh, Yt%h(y)^W?+kh][%Yt+kh(y)]N 7=1

 /r = 1,...,/Vand[Q5?y;(y)f = c7v'(?)y)

 process, namely, the process with perturbed initial
 condition. For central differences, each process must
 be perturbed twice. The method based on Malliavin
 derivatives (MCMD) requires, for each state variable,
 the simulation of a Malliavin derivative with respect
 to each Brownian motion. In contrast, the covaria
 tion method (MCC) does not require auxiliary pro
 cesses. From these observations and the previous
 results, it is clear that no method dominates in all
 dimensions. Indeed, the higher convergence speed of
 MCMD comes at the cost of having to simulate addi
 tional auxiliary processes. The covariation method,
 that does not require auxiliary processes, will always
 dominate the others in terms of computation time. Its
 convergence rate, however, is slower.

 Let us now illustrate the performance of the various
 methods for the linear model in W?chter (2002). In
 this model, the short rate r is constant, whereas the

 MPR 6 follows an OU-process

 d0t = A(0 - St)dt + 2<dWt, 60 given, (35)

 where A, 6, and 2 are positive constants.
 As shown in W?chter (2002), if the determinant con

 dition 2~2A2 + p(l + 2%~lA) > 0 holds, where p =
 1 - 1/R and R > 1, the optimal portfolio weight is
 a linear function of state variables. If we define the

 constants G = -S"1 A + jX~2A2 + p(l + 2S"1A) and
 a = 2(A + 2G), the optimal demand for the stock of an
 investor with CRRA preferences over terminal wealth
 is TTt = TTlt + 7Tlt, where irlt = Xt(l/R)(at)~10t is the

 mean-variance demand and

 with

 2(l-exp(-\a(T-t))f
 ^(?)=a(a + (p~G)S(l-exP(-a(T-0)))^ (36)

 O (t)^ l-exP(-a(T-t))
 2W a + (p-G)X(l-exp(-a(T-*)))

 represents the intertemporal hedging demand.
 Estimates for the parameters are: A = 0.043875, S =

 0.1667, and 2 = -0.0727. The interest rate is fixed at
 r = 0.06 and the stock volatility at a = 0.3158. The
 initial MPR is 0t = 0 = 0.1667.

 To compare the methods we proceed as follows.
 We consider a mutual fund with 100 different types
 of clients who can be classified in terms of 10 differ

 ent investment horizons, ranging from 1 to 10 years,
 and 10 different risk tolerance profiles, with relative
 risk aversions ranging from 1.5 to 6. For each of these
 configurations, the optimal portfolio and the corre
 sponding error are computed. Note that MC meth
 ods are particularly well suited to perform this task.

 While PDE methods require the resolution of the rel
 evant PDEs for each configuration of risk aversion
 separately, all the MC methods use the common esti

 mator ?j^T for all risk tolerance profiles.
 The experimental setup is as follows. Along the

 optimal convergence path we simulate six parameter
 combinations for (M,N,t) and report the percentage

 mean square error based on the 100 portfolio weights.
 Figure 1 displays the results.

 We see that MCC does worst, whereas MCMD-P,
 MCBFD, and MCFFD do best. These performance
 rankings correspond to the ordering of the conver
 gence speeds. Central finite difference (MCCFD) does
 not seem to perform as well as forward finite difference
 (MCFFD) and backward finite difference (MCBFD).

 Overall, these simulation results confirm the theoreti
 cal findings: MCMD-P and MCFD dominate MCC.

 It is important to note that, because the true port
 folio weight is affine, the MCFD estimators for the
 portfolio weight are not sensitive to the choice of the
 initial perturbation parameter t. For general nonlin
 ear models, the choice of the perturbation parameter
 for MCFD and MCC is a nontrivial exercise. If t is
 too large, the approximation of the derivatives will be
 poor. Conversely, if t is too small, the variance of the
 estimator and therefore the RMSE will explode. It fol
 lows that initial perturbation parameters have to be
 selected using preliminary tests. To perform such tests

 without prior knowledge about the solution is partic
 ularly difficult for multivariate problems. For a ran
 dom choice of these parameters, MCMD-P will most
 likely strictly dominate MCFD estimators. This addi
 tional specification issue does not arise for MCMD-P
 estimators.
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 Figure 1 Efficiency Plot: % RMSE and Speed for 100 Portfolios

 10
 % RMSE

 Notes. Risk aversion R = 1.5,..., 6 and horizon T = 1,..., 10. Speed is
 measured as the inverse of CPU time. The following simulation setup is used:

 For / = 1,.... 6, we use +' for Malliavin derivatives (MCMD-P) with N = 5 x
 2/-1 x T and M = 200 x 22(/~1); x' for central finite differences (MCCFD) with
 N = 5 x 2'-1 x T, M = 200 x 22<''-1>, and t = 2^/2 x 0.01 ; *' for forward
 finite differences (MCFFD) with N = 5 x 2'-1 x r, M = 200 x 22<'-1>, and
 t = 21-' x 0.01; O' for backward finite differences (MCBFD) with N = 5 x
 2'-1 x 7", M = 200 x 22('-1), and r = 21w x 0.01 ; 0' for cross variation (MCC)
 with N = 5 x 2M x r, M = 200 x 23('-1), and t = 2^-1) x 0.2. % RMSEs
 are calculated relative to "true" values obtained from the Malliavin derivative

 estimator with Doss transformation (see Detemple et al. 2003) with N =
 1,000 and M = 3,000,000.

 4.2. Risk Management for Digital Options
 The previous section illustrates the superior per
 formance of MCMD-P in the context of an asset
 allocation problem with a smooth utility (i.e., pay
 off) function. We now consider a risk management
 problem with a nonsmooth payoff involving digital
 options. Hedging digital options is a difficult task
 because the payoff function, 1{Xt>?c} is discontinuous
 at the strike K. Its derivative, which intervenes in the
 Delta hedge, is the Dirac delta function with mass
 at the point of discontinuity, that is, the derivative is
 null everywhere except at point K, where it becomes
 infinite. Resolving this hedging problem is clearly
 of practical importance. Moreover, any method that
 can be used to implement hedges for digital options
 also has ramifications for standard options, because
 the Gamma of a plain vanilla European-style option
 exhibits a similar nonsmoothness at the strike.17

 To see that the estimation of the Delta of a dig
 ital option is a delicate task, it suffices to consider
 its MCMD-P estimator. Inspection reveals that this
 estimator is not feasible when the joint transition
 density of the price process and its Malliavin deriva
 tive is unknown. Because the probability of the event
 {XT = K} is null, averaging over independent replica
 tions of the Dirac point mass gives an estimate of the
 hedge identically equal to zero for any finite number
 of replications.

 In contrast to MCMD-P estimators, MCMD-W esti
 mators do not depend on the local curvature of the
 payoff function. As a result, they remain practically
 feasible, even if the support of the derivative of the
 payoff function is concentrated at a single point. As
 shown by our previous convergence results, they are
 asymptotically optimal estimators of derivatives. We
 now illustrate their computational efficiency in a sim
 ulation experiment involving digital options.

 Throughout this section, we assume that the under
 lying asset price follows a process with constant elas
 ticity of variance (CEV),

 dXt = Xt((r - q)dt + aXfdWt), X0 given,

 where r is the risk-free rate, q is the continuously
 compounded dividend yield, and W is a Brownian
 motion under the risk-neutral measure. Cox (1975)
 and Emanuel and MacBeth (1982) provide an exact
 option pricing formula for this model. Both use the
 fact that the transition density of a CEV process is
 a noncentral chi-square. Knowledge of this density
 function permits the derivation of an exact formula
 for the Delta hedge of any option with payoff contin
 gent upon the terminal value of the underlying asset
 price.

 Let us consider a digital option with maturity T,
 strike K, and payoff function h(T,x) = e~rTl{x>K}.
 The price is f(t,x) = Et x[h(T, XT)], where Et x[-] is
 the conditional expectation at date t under the risk
 neutral measure. MCMD-W, MCC, and MCFD esti
 mators for the Delta hedge of this digital option
 are easily derived from the general expressions for

 MC estimators of derivatives provided in ?3. For
 mulas can be found in Table 3. Implementation of
 MCMD-W and MCMD-M estimators requires the cal
 culation of Malliavin weights. Euler approximations
 of these weights are given in Table 4.

 To assess the relative efficiencies of the various
 hedging estimators for digital options, a large-scale
 experiment is performed as follows. In the first step,
 the parameters [X,T,r, q, a, ?] of the model are

 17 Broadie and Glasserman (1996) propose a method, based on
 path derivatives, to calculate the Gamma of a European option
 in the Black-Scholes setting. For geometric Brownian motion, the
 path derivative is Vt/XXT = XT/x, where XT has known tran
 sition density p{t,x,T, ). Because the derivative of the indica
 tor 1(xt<k} is me Dirac delta at K, the derivative of the digital
 becomes dxEt/X[l{xT^] = ^tJ?{XTSsK]\xXT] = (K/x)p(t,x,T,K).
 This approach, to calculate the path derivative estimator of a non
 smooth payoff function, does not work when the transition density

 is unknown or when the Malliavin derivative of the underlying
 price is not a deterministic function of this price. The same applies
 to the MCMD-P estimator of a nonsmooth function.
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 Table 3 Delta Hedge Estimators of Digital Options in the CEV Model

 _(h(T,x) = e-^{x>K])_
 Monte Carlo finite difference method (MCFD)

 (Tn^lt x\- 1 ?*(T,X?N(x + aT))-h(T,X?N{x-V-a)T))

 (MCFFD: a = 1), (MCCFD: a = 1/2), and (MCBFD: a = 0)

 Monte Carlo covariation (MCC)
 _M N t M /W' -W'\

 M ' ' (Ux)^h(T,XiT?(x)){^^y<rx^T'
 Monte Carlo Malliavin weights (MCMD-W)

 H,'?,'*(U) = ?E?(r,x}'?(x))[H!,fi'-,,M]u
 Monte Carlo Malliavin mixture (MCMD-M)

 -j M

 ?m
 _rT(x-(K-8))+1u<x+sl no 1" '{x^K+S) h,(T,x) = h(T,x)-r"?-' 2g ,x<-x+" + Ws) and

 '*{x>K-8)'ix<K+8} kt(x)
 e~rT /1

 " <7X1^ V  26

 drawn from independent distributions. In the second
 step, the Delta hedge of the digital option is computed
 for each draw of parameters using the various meth
 ods. Errors, relative to the true value of the hedge,
 and computation times are recorded. These calcula
 tions are performed using several values of the design
 parameters N, M, and r. In the last step, measures of
 computation speed (average computation time) and
 accuracy (root mean square relative error) are com
 puted over the sample of parameter draws. This com
 putation is carried out for each estimator and for each
 set of values for the design parameters N, M, and r.
 The end result is a relation for each estimation method

 between computation speed and accuracy as a func
 tion of the design parameters.

 The choice, in step two, of the design parameters
 N, M, and r is made in the following manner. The

 Table 4 Components of Delta Hedge Estimators of Digital Options in
 the CEV Model

 State variables (/? = (7" -t)/N)

 M?+kh{x) = Xf+kh(x)((r - q)h + a(Xt%kh)?Wt+kh)
 /r = 1,...,/VandX/v(x) = x

 Malliavin derivatives (h = (T - t)/N)

 M%Xt+kh(x)]N = [%Xt+kh(x)]?((r - q)h + <TX?+kh(xri

 (X?+kh(x)M+b)Mt+kh)

 k = Jl,...,N<M?[%Xt(x)]N = o-xuP

 Malliavin weights (h=(T- t)/N)

 KMH = j nw^n^xwwrw?  *t+kh
 *=1

 base values for these parameters are set at Nx = 10,
 My = 1,000, and rx = 0.001. The increasing sequence
 N? = Nx + 10 x (z ? 1), where / increases from 1 to 6,
 is then considered for the first parameter. The other
 parameters, M and t, are adjusted along this sequence
 to satisfy the optimal growth restrictions identified in
 Theorems 1-3.

 The parameter distributions are selected to pro
 duce a wide sample of market conditions. The strike
 price is fixed at K = 100 and initial asset prices
 are drawn from a uniform distribution with sup
 port [70,130]. Dividend yields are uniformly dis
 tributed over [0,0.1]. The interest rate is zero with
 probability 0.2 and uniform [0,0.1] with probabil
 ity 0.8. Similarly, time to maturity is drawn from
 a mixture of uniform distributions: with probabil
 ity 0.75, the maturity date is uniform over [0.1,1]
 and with probability 0.25, it is uniform over [1,5].
 The volatility parameters of the CEV process are such
 that a is uniformly distributed over [0.1,0.5] and
 ? over [?0.9,0]. Finally, the localization parameter 8
 for MCMD-M is set at X0/10, where X0 is the initial
 stock price.
 A total of 2,500 parameter configurations were

 drawn from the distributions described above. Out of

 this sample configurations for which the option prices
 were less than a penny or Delta hedges less than 0.001
 were eliminated. This left an effective sample of 990
 "good" parameter values.18

 Figure 2 illustrates the results. First, note that the
 finite difference estimators (MCFD) are all less effi
 cient than estimators involving exact (MCMD-W and

 MCMD-M) or approximate (MCC) weights. Among
 weight estimators, which do not involve derivatives
 of the payoff function, the order is the one predicted
 by the convergence rates in Theorems 1 and 3.

 The results in Theorem 2 show that MCC estimators

 have a lower convergence rate than MCCFD estima
 tors. In light of this, our result that MCC estimators
 perform significantly better than MCCFD estimators
 for hedging digital options, may seem counterintu
 itive. To understand this, it is important to remember
 that performance depends on both the convergence
 speed and the convergence constant. The finding that

 MCC estimators outperform MCFD estimators even
 though their convergence rate is lower, suggests that
 the convergence constant for MCFD estimators is con
 siderably larger. Why is this the case? The conver
 gence constant of MCFD estimators is small if both

 18 The elimination of over 50% of the draws is a restriction on the

 random sampling scheme that does not favor any of the methods
 considered. This rejection rate can be reduced by sampling so that
 the volatility of returns aX? belongs to the interval [0.1,0.5] with
 uniform probability. Because this restriction on joint draws of (/3, a)
 was not imposed in our design, we frequently drew low volatilities
 in cases where the option was far out of the money.
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 Figure 2 Efficiency Plot: % RMSE and Speed for 990 Parameteriza
 tions of Digital Options When the Underlying Asset Follows
 a CEV Process
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 Notes. Speed is measured as the inverse of CPU time. The following simula
 tion setup is used: For / = 1,..., 6, we use +' and ' for Malliavin derivatives
 (MCMD-M and MCMD-W) with N = 10 x / and M = 1,000 x /2; x' for cen
 tral finite differences (MCCFD) with N = 10 x /', M = [1,000 x ib'2], and
 r = 0.001 x r2; *' for forward finite differences (MCFFD) with N = 10 x /,

 M = 1,000 x /3, and t = 0.001 x r3; O' for backward finite differences
 (MCBFD) with N = 10 x /', M = 1,000 x /3, and r = 0.001 x r3; O' for cross
 variation (MCC) with N = 10 x /', M = 1,000 x i3, and t = 0.001 x r3.

 the finite difference approximation of the derivative
 of the payoff and the finite difference approximation
 of the Malliavin derivative are accurate. In contrast,

 MCC estimators do not involve approximations of
 derivatives of the payoff function. Their convergence
 constant is determined by the error resulting from the
 Euler approximation of the instantaneous Malliavin
 weight. In the portfolio application of the previous
 section, the payoff function is smooth and MCFD
 far outperforms MCC. The reversed efficiency results
 for the Delta-hedge of the digital option provide evi
 dence that it is the approximation of the degenerate
 derivative of the discontinuous payoff function that is
 responsible for the under-performance of MCFD.

 Further evidence on this point can be inferred
 from the dominance of MCMD-M over MCMD-W.

 As shown in ?3.1.3, MCMD-M estimators are addi
 tive mixtures of MCMD-W and MCMD-P estimators.

 Localization ensures that the Malliavin weight in the
 MCMD-M estimator is concentrated around a com
 pact interval containing the points of discontinuities
 of the payoff. Outside this interval, MCMD-M esti
 mators have the same structure as MCMD-P esti
 mators. Hence, as MCFD estimators are approximate
 MCMD-P estimators (see ?3.3), they also approxi
 mate MCMD-M estimators outside the interval con
 taining the points of discontinuities. Inside this
 interval, MCMD-M estimators share the structure

 of MCMD-W estimators, and are therefore approx
 imated by MCC estimators (see ?3.2). If the inter
 val of discontinuity did not matter, the dominance of
 MCMD-M over MCMD-W would suggest that MCFD
 ought to dominate MCC. The reverse ordering of

 MCFD and MCC in the experiment indicates that
 the poor performance of MCFD is due to an inaccu
 rate finite difference approximation of the degenerate
 derivative of the payoff.

 As the derivative of the digital payoff function is
 degenerate at the strike, an MCMD-P estimate of the
 option's Delta is null. The localization in MCMD-M
 can be viewed as an attempt to derive an estima
 tor that is "close" in structure to MCMD-P, but does
 not rely on finite difference approximations of the
 degenerate derivative. In fact, the MCMD-P compo
 nent of an MCMD-M estimator receives more weight
 if the length of the interval containing the points of
 discontinuity is small enough. From this perspective,
 MCMD-M estimators are "close" to MCMD-P esti
 mators, and our finding that MCMD-M estimators
 outperform MCMD-W estimators for discontinuous
 functions is consistent with the results of Broadie and

 Glasserman (1996) showing that MCMD-P estimators
 dominate MCMD-W estimators, in the variance sense,
 for continuous payoff functions.
 MCC estimators are less efficient than MCMD esti

 mators because, as shown in ?3, they are based on
 a Euler approximation of an instantaneous Malliavin
 weight. In contrast, MCMD-M and MCMD-W estima
 tors use exact Malliavin weights and choices of the
 parameter a leading to smoothed time averages of
 instantaneous Malliavin weights. It is important to
 remark that MCMD-M and MCMD-W are more effi

 cient than MCC estimators even though for a fixed
 number of replications and discretization points, they
 take almost twice as long to calculate. This further
 highlights the poor performance of approximate MCC
 weights relative to exact MCMD weights. Our results
 also suggest that choosing s = T within the class
 of as of the form l[ts](-)/(s - t), where s e [t,T],
 is in fact optimal. Resulting Malliavin-weights are
 smoothed time averages of instantaneous Malliavin

 weights over the full remaining life of the option and
 therefore have a lower variance than instantaneous

 Malliavin-weights obtained with s = t.

 5. Conclusion
 This paper provides explicit formulas for asymptotic
 distributions associated with various MC estimators
 of derivatives of functions of diffusions. Estimators
 based on Malliavin derivatives were shown to be the

 only ones that preserve the optimal convergence rate
 for MC schemes. Alternative schemes, such as those
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 based on the covariation with the underlying Wiener
 process or on finite differences, converge at slower
 rates. They also suffer from additional second-order
 biases. Our explicit expressions for the second-order
 biases can be used to assess the size distortion of con
 fidence intervals that ignore the second-order bias.
 Second-order bias correction was found to be easier to

 implement for estimators based on Malliavin deriva
 tives. Given that asymptotic confidence intervals are
 only valid when the second-order bias is taken into
 account, this advantage of MCMD is an additional
 argument in favor of its use for estimating derivatives
 in diffusion settings.
 An online supplement to this paper is available

 on the Management Science website at http://mansci.
 pubs.informs.org/ecompanion.html.
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